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l?erm University, Peru, USSR 

ABSTRACT 

A sample exposed to a series of r-f. pulse pairs with pulse separa- 

tion I: and repetition period T was considered. The echo signal 

amplitudes were calculated for the initially nonequilibrium, effecti- 

vely two-level spin system. Echo signals were observed in a poly- 

crystalline KReOq sample and the dependence of their amplitudes on 7 

was experimentally obtained. A good agreement of the theoretical 

results and experimental data was found. 

INTRODUCTIOZl 

In the ahovementioned situation it iS possible to observe phgsi- 

callg detectable spin echo signals within the time interval T,C 44 T'. 

ff ?' is large corL~?ared with thexnagnetie relaxation times of the 

sample, the basic echo-signal at the moment 2T is observed. kc- 

rease in results in the appearance of the secondary lagged-type and 

advanced-type signals at the moments (32,4r, etc) snd ( T- i?‘XY 
and T- T 1 respectively. With the growth of "c the amplitudes of the 

advanced signals increase and the signals shift to the left on the 

time aM.8, the lagged signals shift-to the right and their amplitudes 

decrease. Some reports on the lagged echoes were published (ref, I). 

We observed advanced echoes as well. 

If the sample is subjected to a single-frequency excitation so 

that only one transition between the energy levels 02 a single sp3.n 

may be excited, it fs possible (ref. 2) to assign to the spfns the 

effective value I/2 and to introduce a fictitious maeetic field 

inhomogeneons within the sample. The effective spins in the same 

magnetic -field form as isocbromatic group (ref. 31, magnetization 

components of the group varying according to Bloch eqixations (ref. 4). 

Since we =e Interested in the solutions to Bloch equatfons only 

within the time interval r-i<t-"+r # the periodic boundary condi- 
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tions are to be used: in the laboratory frame of reference the 

initial values of the isogroup magnetisation COmpOnentS Coincide with 

their values at the moment T I The solutions to Bloeh equation found 

in the above-mentioned interval are to be averaged according to the 

field distribution which was supposed to be normal. 

Attempts have been made to realize such a program (ref. I). In 

(ref. I) the periodic boundary conditions have been formulated in the 

frame of reference rotating with the basic r-f. pulse Erequenoy 

however, errors occurxe?. both in the computation end in the phgsieal 
interpretation of the results obtained. 

In the paper presented the abovmentionel Frograsr! was accomplished. 

A non-traditional point of this realization lies in the obtaining of 

the initial values of the isogronp magnetization components from the 

periodic boundary conditions. It was at this very stage of computa- 

tion that errors have been made in (ref. I)- Here are the initial 

conditions obtained: 

mu =-msin@in Q3cp cosAw"~i- 

+m[l-Zexp{- $J5in*-+++_+sin~ exp{+-I)]. (3) 

The expressions (I)-(3) are put down in the frame of reference rota- 

ting with the frequency o and to the first approximation with respect 

to the quantities GNP{-T/T,] (a= 1,2) . Here T, and T2 are 
the longitudinal and transverse relaxation times respectively, m 

gives,after averaging,the equilibrium value of lonqitudinal magneti- 

zation, CT and t2 are dimensionless r.f.pulse durations, AU is the 

field strength in the frequency units acting in the rotating frame 

of reference on the effective spine entering the isogroup in question. 

IP (ref, I) the terms (I)-(3) containing sinp, were omitted. Par 

T =+T, the initial values (I)-(3) become equilibria ones. 
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For the rotating frame of reference we obtained the following 
expressfons of the amplitudes of the echo signals of intersst: 

M(~T)=$ 

(4) 

(51 

where M deno-kes the averaged magnetization va~_ues a& the -Vents on 

the left hand side are the observed moments of the corresponoding 

echo-signals. For T >>Ta th8 s@COndary signal amplitudes become infi- 

nitesimal. 

The comp~~so~ of the resu.lts obtained with those given in (ref. I) 

shows that of two nonequilibrix,zm corrections to the basic echo-signal 

amplitude only the first one is detailed correctly in ref. 2. At the 
same time, the expression suggested in (ref. I) for the amplftude in 

question contetfns a term describing a "ghost r&&on (ref. 5) cores- 

pondtig to the physrically meaningless time 2fc--T l The solutions 
(5) and (6) were om%tted fn (ref, I), the first on@ being replaced 

with the physically meanLngless solution c~~respQnd~ng to the "ghost 

echo" assacisted with the moment 3'c-T t 

of the authors of (ref. 1) the solution (7) 

sion in the time interval rst-==T w 

A typical oscillogram of the echo signals 

B.TnalPy, in the opiaion 

"describes a free preces- 

(ref. I>. 

observed in xRe04 is 

shown in Fig. I. The dependence of the signal. amplitudes on c is 

given in Pig, 2r it conforms well to the expressions (a)-(7). The 

measurements e been made at liquid nitrogen temperature with the 

fiU.ing frequency c3 = 2x+5,65 MEIZ ( transition 912 - 5/2 Par 

18?~e nuclei > a.nd the repetition period T = x0-2 * 10-4 see. 
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Fig. I. The oscillogram of XReC spin echo signals. A gRe0 
was exposed to a series of pulee4pairs with pulse 4 

sample 

z = 100 msec. 
seperation 

and repetition period T = 700 msec. From left 
right the basic echo-signal and the secondary lagged and eecondary 

to 

advanced echo-signals are seen. 

Fig. 2, The amplitude of the basic (I), secondary lagged (21, and 
secondary advanced (3) and (4) echo-signals as functions of the r.f, 
pulse separation 'L: . Repetition period T = 700 msec. 
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